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second-string - Wiktionary The Second String Band. 1065 likes 1 talking about this. Buy a record here!
http://secondstringband.bandcamp.com/ none Definition of secondstring. : being a substitute as distinguished from a
regular (as on a ball team) Second Strings Project> The group of players that substitute for the starting players or from
which substitute players are drawn on a sports team. sec?ond-string? adj. Cowboys Tony Romo: Destined for
second-string job - CBSSports This entry lacks etymological information. If you are familiar with the origin of this
term, please add it to the page per etymology instructions. You can also discuss Frances second string better than
Englands top dogs - DR090 Matt Harrison - Second String Next up on Digitized we have Matt Harrison bringing his
uplifting style to the label. With driving basses second-string (adjective) American English definition and synonyms
second string. noun. mainly British. an alternative course of action, etc, intended to come into use should the first fail
(esp in the phrase a second string to ones bow) a substitute or reserve player or team. Second-string Definition of
Second-string by Merriam-Webster Were a band from Washington, D.C. Subscribe to our mailing list: Email us at
info [at] Check out our new album Coming Home Second String Music - Home Facebook adj being a replacement or
substitute for a regular member of a team. a second-string pitcher. Synonyms: secondary. being of second rank or
importance or second string - Oxford Dictionaries Second string definition, Sports. the squad of players available
either individually or as a team to replace or relieve those who start a game. See more. Second String - Wikipedia Free
guitar lesson covering reading the notes on the second string, in the first position. second-string - English-Spanish
Dictionary - A second string is the backup to your primary booty call person. Usually unwanted, theyll make do when
the primary person is not around. Second-string dictionary definition second-string defined Second String great
deals on quality products The Second String program consists of overruns, non-standard sizes, custom colors and off
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shade/color goods. The Second String Band - Home Facebook This entry lacks etymological information. If you are
familiar with the origin of this term, please add it to the page per etymology instructions. You can also discuss Second
String (2002) (TV) - IMDb The definition of second string refers to someone or something that serves as backup for the
top choice. An example of second string is the quarterback who only Second String Band Our second-string
quarterback was our center. The team didnt have a No. 3 quarterback. Jay and Danny, our coaches, knew I threw a solid
second string - Oxford Dictionaries Directed by Robert Lieberman. With Van Miller, Doug Flutie, Mike Ditka. Visit
IMDb for Photos, Showtimes, Cast, Crew, Reviews, Plot Summary, Comments, Second string Define Second string
at Gallery. Pictures from past trips and partners. Read more. SECOND STRINGS HAS DONATED OVER 20,000
SETS OF STRINGS TO MUSICIANS IN NEED IN Second string Synonyms, Second string Antonyms
second-string - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Second string definition and meaning
Collins English Dictionary Comedy American football coach Chuck Dichter has worked wonders with the Buffalo
Bills, and Second String -- US Home Video Trailer from Warner Bros. second-string - Dictionary Definition :
Synonyms for second string at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.
second string - Wiktionary Second string definition: If you describe a person or thing as someones second string , you
mean that they are Meaning, pronunciation, translations and Second string definition and meaning Collins English
Dictionary 100 N 5th St. Quincy, IL 62301 Second String Music, Quincy, Illinois. My daughters are the musicians and
when we go to second string, they dont ask me Second String - Capri Cork Second String from Digitized
Recordings on Beatport It was less than a year ago that Eder stunned the whole of France by condemning Didier
Deschamps side to runners-up behind Portugal at Second string - definition of second string by The Free Dictionary
Second String is a direct-to-TV film from 2002 about the Buffalo Bills football team who find its first string out for a
month after a food poisoning incident, leading Urban Dictionary: second string According to Cowboys owner and
general manager Jerry Jones, Romo (back) will be active in Week 11 against the Ravens but will serve as
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